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Abstract

Communication technology is recognized as an important component of a virtual team (VT). Communication technologies other than social media have been linked to VT conflicts by prior research. This research in progress explores using social media to see if any improvements can be made to conflicts in VTs. The researchers emphasize on the “feature richness” of social media which is understood as affordances of social media and it distinguishes social media from other commonly used communication technologies in a VT environment. The researchers theorize that “feature richness” rather than “media richness” of the communication technology can be more beneficial for a virtual team since it is hoped to simultaneously work towards reducing VT conflicts. The researchers propose a conceptual research model that contributes to understanding the mediating role that social media can play in virtual team conflicts.
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INTRODUCTION

A virtual team (VT) is understood as “small temporary groups of geographically, organizationally and/or time dispersed knowledge workers who coordinate their work predominantly with electronic information and communication technologies in order to accomplish one or more organization tasks” (Ale Ebrahim et al. 2009, pg. 1578 cited in Bastida et al. 2013). Virtual teams are different from co-located teams and the most recognizable difference is that in most of the cases, the virtual team’s members are based in different geographic locations. Team members may not ever meet face to face but continue to collaborate on organisational projects (Caney-Davison and Ward 1999; Jarvenpaa et al. 1998). The basis for a virtual team is the communication technology that is used to co-ordinate the tasks. Virtual team performance depends on the effectiveness of communication between the team members (Bjorn and Ngwenyama 2009; Lanubile et al. 2010). Communication technologies used in a virtual team environment include telephone, email, blogs, wikis and videoconferencing (Brown et al. 2007; Duarte and Snyder 2011; Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1998). Email is regarded as the universally accepted communication technology in VT communications as it is easy to use and most of the team members can effectively use it (Bastida et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2007; Jarvenpaa and Leidner 1998). Generally, telephone, email and videoconferencing are regarded to be the core VT communication tools (Brown et al. 2007). A loss in VT communication can have severe consequences including loss of productivity (Daim et al. 2012). It can therefore, be established that communication is a vital aspect of a VT and is largely associated with the success or failure of a VT.

The relationship between VT members is ‘virtual’ and is based on communication between the members. Prior research suggests that virtual team members form an impression about each other during the first few communications (Mortensen and O’Leary 2012). VTs are often marred by conflicts, which have a tendency to lower the team’s morale and affect the productivity measures of the team (Griffith et al. 2003; Montoya-Weiss et al. 2001). Conflicts can occur for any reason within a VT such as miscommunication (Shachaf 2008) and can intensify once sparked (Canney Davison and Ekelund 2004; Paul and McDaniel 2004). The reliance of a VT on the communication technology is huge and hence, the communication technology has been linked to some common factors that lead to conflicts in VTs such as miscommunication (Shachaf 2008), communication breakdowns (Bjorn and Ngwenyama 2009), non-spontaneous communication (Hinds and Mortensen 2005) and lack of transparency in communication (Ferrazzi 2012). There are gaps in literature in terms of the effect of social media usage on VT conflicts. The main research question for this study is:

RQ: Can social media usage for VT communications lead towards reduced conflicts?

This research focuses on some of the concepts that are found in the literature and play a major role in VT conflicts. These include trust, transparency, satisfaction, collaboration and miscommunication. In the next section, we present a review of the literature which is followed by a conceptual framework. In the last section, we lay down the intended approach for data collection.

LITERATURE REVIEW

This section presents a comprehensive literature review of the subjects: conflicts, virtual teams and social media.

Conflicts in a VT Context

A virtual team environment is such that the team members may or may not know each other personally as they may not have met face-to-face (Caney-Davison and Ward 1999; Chudoba et al. 2005; Jarvenpaa et al. 1998). Face-to-face meetings provide an opportunity to know more about each other (Mortensen and O’Leary 2012) and this generates a feeling of trust among the team members. In a VT, the development of trust has to be done through the communication tool and long-distance communication and hence, it takes time to develop (Hettonnen and Blomqvist 2005).
Virtual teams are exposed to conflicts between the team members (Brown et al. 2004; Griffith et al. 2003). A conflict in a VT can often take a much longer time to tackle when contrasted with co-located teams. Co-located teams have an advantage because the manager can attempt to resolve the conflict between the team members through face-to-face communication (Carmel 2002; Joinson 2002). Virtual teams often lack this ability as the team members and even the manager may be based in different locations and hence, it might get difficult to communicate in order to resolve the conflict. Further, the VT members might not know each other’s day to day problems which can lead to a misunderstanding between the team mates (Brown et al. 2007). Virtual teams are also prone to encounter more conflicts than co-located teams on account of the cultural diversity of the team (Baan 2004). Cultural diversity is a major factor that has a potential to spark conflicts, which may deteriorate the relationships between the team members and could intensify further to damage team trust and communication (Kankanhalli et al. 2006). Functional diversity is another form of diversity that exists in a VT and this leads to task-related conflicts in a VT (Kankanhalli et al. 2006). Conflicts can have severe consequences for the firm including lowering the productivity and efficiency of the firm. Conflicts can also put the morale of the team members at stake and can potentially reduce their motivation levels. In the presence of VT conflicts, the outcomes of the project can be severely compromised (Griffith et al. 2003; Montoya-Weiss et al. 2001).

Conflicts can be categorized into relationship and task conflicts (Maznevski et al. 2006). Relationship conflicts affect the relations between the team members and task conflicts leave a VT divided on their viewpoints and with no specific defining strategy. A significant challenge that emerges out of a VT environment is that the team members are much unaware about their co-workers’ working styles. They are also unfamiliar with their co-workers’ skill set and areas of expertise. This might lead to task-related conflicts in a VT and in such cases, it is beneficial to have a sense of ‘collaboration awareness’ which is a key criterion for the success of a VT project and is understood as the ability of the team members to remember project related information and how well they do so (Leinonen et al. 2005). As discussed earlier, the VT communication tool has a major role to play in VT communications and hence, the same concept applies to conflicts since, the communication tool is the primary means of contact in a VT. This demonstrates the importance of communication tool to a VT.

2.2 Factors Related to Conflicts in VTs

VT conflicts can be potentially caused by any reason or action of a particular team member. There are a number of factors associated with conflicts which if addressed can lead to better co-ordination in VTs:

2.2.1 Trust in VTs

Trust is regarded as a major factor that leads to the success or failure of a VT (Maznevski et al. 2006). The level of trust among the team members is a serious cause of concern for a VT (Horwitz et al. 2006), since this has a potential to undermine team effectiveness. The development of trust among the team members is attributed to repeated communications and sharing of information and key resources (Henttonen and Blomqvist 2005; Kirkman et al. 2002) and thus, heavily relies on the communication technology. Development of trust in a VT environment is complicated, since the team members do not meet each other face-to-face most of the times. Trust is directly linked to the levels of collaboration in a VT (Peters and Manz 2007) and accordingly, trust is an antecedent condition to VT collaboration. In absence of trust, the team members behave as independent units and there is little collaborative effort towards the project. The team becomes vulnerable to miscommunication and conflicts (Shachaf 2008). Trust building also accounts for relationship building in teams (Horwitz et al. 2006). Hence, trust can be understood as an important component of a virtual team.

2.2.2 Communication Breakdowns

Communication is at the core of a VT since, in the absence of communication technology, a VT would not have existed. Communication breakdowns are common in VTs (Malhotra et al. 2007;
Rosen et al. 2007) and they lead to severe consequences for the VT such as loss of productivity as a team member might keep waiting for some information from the other team members which could be delayed due to the breakdown and he might not be able to proceed further. Repeated communication breakdowns might lead to conflicts in the virtual team. Communication technology and trust are understood to be the major factors associated with communication breakdowns (Daim et al. 2012).

2.2.3 Miscommunication

Miscommunication is another downside to effective communication that can occur frequently in a VT environment and can lead to deteriorated relationships among the team members (Shachaf 2008). Damaged relationships are a source of conflicts and reflect negatively on team performance. Ferrazzi (2012) suggests that the use of online tools ensure transparency of information which reduces the room for miscommunication.

2.2.4 Satisfaction

Satisfaction is important for a virtual team as the team members tend to be more committed and perform better when satisfied (Lin et al. 2008). Satisfaction is dependent on the communication technology used in the VT (Edwards and Sridhar 2003) and raises the overall team performance. Satisfaction in virtual teams is lesser when contrasted with face-to-face teams because communication in VTs is time consuming and little information is exchanged (Hertel et al. 2005). Satisfaction can thus be understood as an important component of a virtual team with a potential to improve team performance (Curseu et al. 2008; Shachaf 2008). Satisfaction is linked to boosting employee morale and commitment towards the task in the longer term.

2.3 Feature Richness of Social Media

Prior research (Kirkman and Mathieu 2005) suggests that richer media (Daft and Lengel 1986; Short et al. 1976) such as videoconferencing gives the team members a feeling of being co-located. However, the researchers propose that ‘feature richness’ of the communication media rather than ‘media richness’ is more desirable in the context of a VT where communication is the primary means of contact among the team members. Feature richness is understood as ‘the set of features that the communication medium offers to encourage participation, collaboration, transparency and information organization’. The researchers refer to social media as “a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of user-generated content” (Kaplan and Haenlin, 2010, pg. 61), without targeting any specific form of social media, for example, blogs, wikis or social networks. Different forms of social media offer different capabilities (Nissen and Bergin 2013) but the feature richness is common to most of the social media. Social media is ‘feature rich’ when compared with traditional VT communication tools such as email, videoconferencing and telephone since, social media encourages effective communication on account of feature richness as discussed below:

2.3.1 Participation

Participation is important in a virtual team as an antecedent for virtual team collaboration. Participation is brought about by increased information sharing among the team members and initiation of meaningful team dialogue (Henttonen and Blomqvist 2005; Kirkman et al. 2002). A greater degree of participation among the team members leads to formation of trust among the team members (Maznevski and Chudoba 2000; Peters and Manz 2007). Social media has good capabilities to encourage team participation due to some striking features such as likes which can be used to support a chunk of information and comments that generate dialogue between the team members (Hoffman and Fodor 2010).
2.3.2 Collaboration

Collaboration can be viewed as a rich process that creates values which could not be achieved through communication or teamwork alone (Peters and Manz 2007). Virtual team collaboration can lead towards more productive results than could have been achieved through mere communication. Collaboration begins within a virtual team as soon as the team members start seeking ideas and information from their co-workers. This initiates a meaningful dialogue leading towards information exchanges and understanding between the team members. Overtime, the team develops sort of an influence amongst each other and an ability to work with minimal supervision. Team members also develop mutual trust (Peters and Karren 2009) and support each other during the project. Social media provides a highly collaborative environment to the users (Goodwin-Jones 2003; Standing and Kiniti 2011) and increases the level of interaction between the team members. Collaboration features of social media allow the team members to develop a “shared meaning” - a synergy where the team members are able to judge other’s thoughts and perceptions and are able to make sense out of minimal information (Bjorn and Ngwenyama 2009).

2.3.3 Transparency of Information

Transparency of information is very important for a VT as it ensures equitable access of information and encourages equal participation of all team members. Traditional tools such as email are often associated with providing little transparency due to the non-existence of a common pool of information, and most of it residing with individual members (Bjorn and Ngwenyama 2009). Social media offers transparency in communications and information sharing as suggested by prior research (Bertot et al. 2011; Kaplan and Haenlin 2010). Transparent records of communication help the team members and management in resolving any potential problems that plague the VT (Ferrazzi 2012). Transparency of information in a VT is heavily dependent on the communication tool because it stores all previous records of communication and also provides a medium for all future communications.

2.3.4 Information Organization

Information organization is vital for a virtual team as unorganized information tends to lower the productivity of the team. Traditional communication technologies such as email are associated with information clutter and loss of critical project information along chain of emails (Darisipudi and Sharma 2008). This downgrades the overall collaborative effort and takes its toll on the performance of the team in complex virtual projects where the amount of information is huge (Bjorn and Ngwenyama 2009). Social media offers capabilities for information organization and retrieval: as an example, most of the information on a blog is organized under topics and the information also has links which makes navigation easier (Juch and Stobbe 2005).

Social media is a ‘feature-rich’ media as opposed to videoconferencing which is a richer and synchronous media. Social media might not be as synchronous as videoconferencing, but it allows instant dissemination of information to a wider audience (Mangold and Faulds 2009). Further, social media has advantages in form of its ‘feature richness’, as discussed above, which is not found in the case of videoconferencing. This makes social media more suitable for communication than email which is a bit asynchronous and videoconferencing which is more synchronous. Feature richness can be attributed to the “process” nature (van den Hooff and de Leeuw van Weenen 2004; van den Hooff and de Ridder 2004) of social media and each of the components of features richness such as participation, collaboration, information organisation and transparency can be viewed as individual processes that are facilitated by social media usage.
3 CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Technology mediation has been studied in the context of other technologies in prior studies. Hinds and Bailey (2003) suggest that distributed teams encounter more conflicts on account of reliance on technology mediation and Hinds and Mortensen (2005) demonstrate the significance of spontaneous communication on virtual team conflicts. Bjorn and Ngwenyama (2009) highlight the importance of shared meaning and translucence in the context of communication breakdowns in VTs. However, there is a lack of understanding of technology mediation in the context of social media and its feature richness and the outcomes in terms of VT conflicts. The researchers put forth a research model (figure 1) and their rationale as in why social media usage can lower conflicts in a VT environment.

In figure 1, the antecedents or 1st stage factors refer to the feature richness of social media. These are embedded in the technology, social media, and hence are treated as antecedents to the 2nd stage factors. The 2nd stage factors arise in a VT on account of features offered by the technology, social media in this case. The 1st and 2nd stage factors are related to each other in a sense that the 2nd stage factors are dependent upon the 1st stage factors (antecedents), which in turn are a mediating variable in VT communication. The 2nd stage factors relate to the virtual team and team members and play a major role in VT conflicts as discussed in the literature. In other words, social media plays a mediating role in virtual team conflicts and is hoped to reduce them.

Ajzen (1991) states that attitude towards the behaviour, subjective norm and perceived behavioural control account towards individual’s intentions to perform behaviour. Extending this to virtual teams, behaviour is the project that the virtual team is working on.

The 1st and 2nd stage factors positively impact individual’s attitude towards the behaviour since they generate a sense of participatory and collaborative team work and team members no longer work as independent entities as seen in the case of email.

Social media provides incentives in form of its feature richness (1st stage factors). These 1st stage factors are not included in some of the commonly used technologies such as email where information clutter and information overload can severely undermine individual’s actual behavioural control.

Perceived behavioural control refers to the confidence in self-abilities to perform the behaviour with accuracy. In our research model, the 2nd stage factors have an ability to boost the morale of the team, make them confident of their and others’ abilities and hence, boosting the perceived behaviour control. Additionally, motivated and confident VT members are hoped to put in significant effort and meaningful thoughts while performing the behaviour.

The actual behavioural control and perceived behavioural control hence, work towards minimizing VT conflicts and positively impact behavioural intentions of VT members. This ultimately leads towards higher team performance (behavioural achievement).

It is possible that some or all of the 1st and 2nd stage variables may be indicators of a latent 2nd order factor (Bollen 2002; Schumacker and Lomax 2004). Although at this stage of the research, this cannot be ruled out, neither can it be confirmed, since more data will be required. An examination of the correlation matrix may provide initial evidence of this, since a second-order effect would manifest itself in correlations between the first-order effects. The researchers now propose their research hypotheses based upon the conceptual research model (figure 1):

H1: Social media usage leads to an increased trust between VT members.

H2: Social media usage boosts VT satisfaction.

H3: Social media usage leads towards reduced miscommunication in VTs.

H4: Social media usage reduces communication breakdowns in VTs.

H5: Social media usage increases VT co-ordination.

H6: 2nd stage factors lead towards reduction in VT conflicts.
The conceptual research model shown in figure 1 is novel since, to the best of researchers’ knowledge, no prior study has investigated the mediating role that social media can play in VT conflicts and also, no prior study has considered how the feature richness of social media impacts the factors that can spark conflicts in VTs.

4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The subject has not been studied in much detail by any of the previous studies and hence, the authors intend to rely on an exploratory approach (Stebbins 2001). An exploratory approach is deemed suitable since there is a lack of any established framework to study the role of social media in virtual team conflicts. The researchers conducted an in-depth literature review on virtual teams, conflicts and social media which provided a starting point for this study. The researchers relied on journals, conference papers, databases such as ABI/Inform Global and Business Source Premier and keyword search on Google Scholar to study relevant literature. This gave the researchers an impression about the important factors that lead to conflicts in VTs and the feature richness of social media. The researchers then investigated the factors that lead to conflicts in VTs and the feature richness of social media with Ajzen’s (1991) framework. This process lead to the development of a conceptual research model which is shown in figure 1. The secondary data collection was done between June 2013 and
February 2014. For the purpose of primary data collection, the researchers intend to develop measures for each of the 2nd stage factors, which would lead to the development of a strong research framework. Primary data collection is intended to be performed using a mixed method of research (Creswell 2014) where a Likert-style questionnaire would be succeeded by follow-up semi-structured interviews (Myers and Newman 2007). Mixed method of research (Creswell 2014; Johnson et al. 2007) would allow the researchers to consider multiple viewpoints on the subject and aim at reaching a confirmation of the research findings through collection of quantitative and qualitative data (Miller and Gatta 2006). Different types of data could be collected simultaneously (concurrent design) or one type of data collection could be preceded by another (sequential) (Small 2011). In this research, a sequential design is intended to be followed since, the quantitative phase is expected to give the researchers and impression about how social media can mediate virtual team conflicts and the qualitative phase would facilitate the collection of much more details about the phenomenon of interest and finally, ‘complement’ the quantitative data. Likert-style questionnaire will be developed and pilot-tested to operationally implement and measure each of the variables in figure 1. The Likert questionnaire will allow an examination of correlations between the constructs represented in figure 1, and ultimately, statistical tests of their interrelationships. Likert questionnaire is hoped to record the experiences of the participants with social media communication in the context of stage 1 and stage 2 factors, which is expected to uncover most of the facts related to the research question. Semi-structured interviews will be performed to explore the adequacy of the research model to explain the domain of the research. Semi-structured interviews are hoped to provide a deeper insight into the collected questionnaire data and help the researchers understand the relationships between the factors in the context of social media technology mediation. Semi-structured interviews will function both to assure that the domain represented by the research model does not exclude any important constructs, and to add a level of richness that will inform the research as it moves from its exploratory phase into a phase of theory testing. The combination of measured scales, with semi-structured interviews, is expected to reveal the naturally-existing state of the domain, which will then form the basis of theory development about the domain, and also support the revision of the instrumentation to a better fit with the theory. The theory and newly-revised instrumentation, once developed, will then be subsequently employed in a primary data collection effort, and the results analyzed using similar, but more rigorously-controlled methods as in the pilot study phase. The sample size would be determined by the principle of “theoretical saturation”, according to which the researchers would conclude primary data collection once there is no new contribution to their knowledge from existing questionnaire responses and interviews (Eisenhardt 1989). The participants would be contacted and requested to participate in this research. Participants for the purpose of this research would be executives, managers and CEOs’ of corporate organisations from a variety of sectors (e.g. IT, banks, telecommunications etc.) from around the world, who work in virtual teams and communicate via social media (fully or partially) with their team members. Primary data collection across different organisational virtual teams would reduce organisation specific bias and help the researchers understand the effect of social media usage on virtual team conflicts.

5 CONCLUSION

This research attempts to explore using social media to see if improvements can be made to virtual teams’ work by reduction in VT conflicts. This study will provide an understanding and a framework for studying the effects of social media usage on virtual team conflicts and would be of value to academics and practitioners who work in virtual teams and with social media. This research would extend the work of Hinds and Bailey (2003), Hinds and Mortensen (2005) and Bjorn and Ngwenyama (2009) into social media and conflicts in organisational virtual teams. As a theoretical contribution, this research would operationalize Ajzen’s (1991) framework in the context of virtual teams, social media and VT conflicts. This research would be of value to practitioners, as it would point to the benefits offered by social media in terms of its feature richness and demonstrate the relevance and importance of feature richness to organisational VT communication and team work.
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